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INTRODUCTION

Necessity is the mother of invention
as they say, but with the COVID19
Virus pandemic and the fact we are
now facing a new normal in remote
working for some considerable
time, our industry is now facing
unprecedented challenges given the
self-isolation requirements to ensure
our client’s needs are continually
met, reassurance given and business
sustainability is addressed and
managed.
This white paper has been structured by the retail
financial service industry FinTech community to
showcase how technology can help support adviser and
planner firms in four key areas:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Client Engagement
Client, Practice and Business Management
Business and Risk Management
Useful technology and tools

Technology by no means is a panacea, it is not magic,
but structured well and with firms’ conducting research
and due diligence to ensure appropriateness to match
their needs, technology can act as an enabler platform
to help streamline business activity saving time and
costs and increasing engagement with stakeholder
requirements such as clients and the FCA, where one
of their key directives is now business resilience at this
time .

This paper is structured as an information document
providing a high-level overview for each FinTech
provider based on how they may help your business
meet your current and on-going COVID19 based
challenges. It is not a sales document but a reference
tool so you can best assess how to approach and apply
Fintech as required to ensure you are best equipped to
service your clients, meet compliance requirements and
charter your business journey through these turbulent
times.
It is at such times that we need to come together as
a nation and as an industry to support each other
and ensure we come through as best we can. Col Chis
Hadfield a former Canadian NASA astronaut spent 166
days in space, a pretty remote and risky place I am sure
you would agree, when asked how he best dealt with
such extreme remote working environment, Col Hadfield
came up with a four-point plan:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Know the risks
Know your goals
Know your constraints
Take action and do things

We were mindful of this plan when compiling the
technology providers material within this paper. We
hope you find this useful and If you have any questions
or queries about the paper and its content please do not
hesitate to contact us at info@model-office.co.uk
Stay safe and good luck with your journey.

We have asked major FinTech providers with good
pedigree and sound systems to provide simple and clear
features and benefits reviews plus outline any unique
service and product offers they are now providing that
can help advisers and planners through this difficult
time.
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CLIENT ENGAGEMENT

Human beings do not like change, yet they are highly
adaptable and open to adjusting their behaviour
particularly if they have the right information, support
and guidance to hand. The retail investment advice
market is well placed to offer its clients much needed reassurance based on the deep trusted relationships they
have developed over years of service.
Over the last few years we have seen an explosion in
FinTech aimed at supporting client needs and their
relationship with financial advice. The vast majority of
financial advice firm’s client’s propositions are based
around face to face meetings. Yet with a COVID19
induced lockdown and remote working the new norm,
firms need to adapt fast and utilise FinTech that can
support virtual meetings and advice that also meets
regulatory rules.
We have structured the AdviserTech providers under the
below areas:

Online Conferencing
Yardstick creative agency has teamed up with Alasdair
Walker of Handford Aitkenhead & Walker to develop a
quick client guide to Zoom. There’s no doubt that over
the coming weeks and months more meetings with take
place remotely. Yardstick’s survey found that Zoom was
the preferred online conference platform among the
adviser/planner community.
However, some clients are nervous about video calls. So,
they’re offering a branded version of the guide below
for free to anyone who wants it. They’ll add your logo,
colours and contact details. There’s no charge either; it’s
our way of supporting the financial planning community
at this difficult time.
All you need to do is email your logo to hi@
theyardstickagency.co.uk and they’ll do the rest.
Other Video Tech that you may find useful:
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ATTITUDE TO RISK AND
CAPACITY FOR LOSS
RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY
Dynamic Planner is a 100% online financial planning
system that works on any device, anywhere with
internet connection. It is ideal for home working and
many advisers have been using it that way all along.

home’ world. More information can also be found at
our NEW Content Hub containing resources to help
navigate clients through the impact of coronavirus,
keep your eyes out for new posts coming soon.

The upgraded client review functionality, while meeting
MIFID requirements, was primarily designed for times
such as this. It is relatively simple to input a client, take
feeds from most back office systems and also direct
feeds from most platforms and products.

Use Dynamic Planner, from the beginning to the end of
your investment journey and do it all online, from the
comfort of your own home:

Then, it enables advice firms to produce professional
and easily understood reports, digitally in a PDF and
or physically via professional printers in a few minutes.
Firms can easily issue this reassuring material with
personalised, relevant messaging to their clients every
week at times like this.
The quality and speed of production is one thing, but
it is the behavioural psychology embedded in the
output, working alongside very technical and detailed
analysis that tells a compelling story which engages and
reassures the client.
For new business, assess your client’s attitude to risk and
capacity for loss. A good way to start is by using our risk
profile client invitations. Email your clients secure links
for them to complete their risk questionnaire without
needing to leave their home. Their responses can easily
be imported into Dynamic Planner to assess whether the
client’s portfolio remains suitable for their risk score.

1. Risk profile your clients remotely
2. Match clients to suitable investments
3. Create personalised client review reports
We believe in continuing to closely support our clients,
even if we can’t currently be physically out and about
around the country, so our Spring 2020 Training
Academies have gone remote and have been a huge
success, with our user community alongside industry
professionals appreciating the chance to join and engage
with us online. Our next Training Academies start on 12
May and run through to 25 June. We expect clients to
choose to attend our Training Academies remotely in
future, even when things begin to return to normality.
Elsewhere, it remains very much business as usual for
our Client Success team, who are currently all hands-on
deck to support clients with any queries and issues they
have right now.
Users can contact them on 0333 6000 500 or at
support@dynamicplanner.com

Get in touch to request a free trial of risk profile client
invitations.
More and more through these uncertain times, we are
hearing positive feedback from our clients about how
these shifts will be changing the way we work and how
Dynamic Planner is helping advisers make this change.
With technology such as Zoom, Skype and Microsoft
Teams, meetings can be held virtually and what might
previously have been a three-hour job and round-trip to
onboard a new client, can now be completed remotely
in 45 simple minutes. Read how our clients are already
making use of Dynamic Planner in today’s ‘working from
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BEHAVIOURAL CLIENT
PROFILING AND
SUITABILITY TECHNOLOGY

Behavioural Finance. Applied

Key features and benefits

Planning points

While always true, times of stress make it inescapable:
client profiling needs to be about much more than basic risk
attitudes. Investors are humans, not robots, and an individual’s
investment experience is determined by the unique interaction
between their personality and their portfolio.

How do you assuage the need to do something right now, while
also focussing emotions on a longer time horizon?

Good suitability processes – the scientific management of this
interaction – are built for bad times. Any investment feels fine
when everything’s going up. The point is to invest in something
that doesn’t make you emotionally capsize when markets start
to rock.
Oxford Risk’s tools are designed for bad times as well as good,
delivering a process that is:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Comprehensive – Considers every aspect of a financial
situation: balance sheet, goals, cashflows, timeframes,
sequencing risk in decumulation. And combines this with
every aspect of an investor: risk tolerance, behaviours,
knowledge and experience.
Dynamic – Updates easily and systematically in response to
changes in circumstances, goals and market events.
Fast – Fully digital, top-down assessment that can be done
remotely between adviser and client in 15 minutes.
Quantitative – Avoids inconsistencies and inaccuracies
of subjective human assessments of risk capacity, and
provides a full digital audit trail to justify recommendations.
Built for purpose – No reliance on workarounds or
cobbling together of components.

The most important means to these ends in times of turmoil
is a comprehensive and quantitative Risk Capacity assessment.
Most existing processes are ill-equipped for this, either leaving
Risk Capacity to subjective judgement, leaving out important
aspects of financial circumstances, or using needlessly complex
and time-consuming cash-flow modelling as a workaround.
Oxford Risk are experts in behavioural finance. We use
technology to empower financial institutions to provide
hyper-personalised advice to their clients, for today and for a
lifetime of financial decisions. We deliver an integrated suite
of suitability tools as an all-weather solution to client profiling,
suitability, and engagement.

Humans have a bias to action. In the absence of clear guidance
to do otherwise, action is drawn towards sweeping general
portfolio changes, rather than tailored changes to how we see
our investments. Each investor’s recipe for avoiding disaster is
different. This is where our Financial Personality Assessment
can help. It tells you what to say to clients, and how to say it,
working within the framework of each client’s Suitable Risk
Level based on their long-term Risk Tolerance and their dynamic
Risk Capacity. Details of the emergency kit version of our
Financial Personality Assessment are below.
How do you provide specific guidance at scale?
Targeted, personalised, practical advice that addresses a
particular situation (accounting for investments, withdrawal
needs, cash reserves, etc.) and helps an investor understand
what to do as a result is important in the everyday and crucial
in a crisis. General advice, however good, cannot make it
crystal clear to individuals what to do personally. Our rapid,
dynamically responsive measure of Risk Capacity can tell each
investor how to act in response to changes in their goals,
financial circumstances, and portfolio value.
How do you help clients prepare for the next one?
The silver living of a stormy market cloud is that it raises the
salience of a crisis to a level that encourages people to plan
better for the next one. People generally don’t pay attention to
long-term market movements, so when they’re on the news,
that’s all they know. Prevention is better than cure, but it’s not
as popular. Combining risk and personality assessments allows
us to tailor messaging and education that trains investors to find
a perspective better aligned with their investment timeframe.
To see 30-day blips in the context of 30-year trends.

Unique offers of support at this time
We’ve released a crisis version of our Financial Personality
Assessment. It’s freely available to advisers during the Covid
crisis. It offers financial personality profiling most pertinent
to decision making in stressed situations, with personalised,
practical, recommendations of what to do in these times. You
can read more and sign up here.
Use this crisis as an opportunity to prepare better for the next
one. For industry best practice across risk profiling, suitability,
and behavioural client engagement, click here to request a copy
of The Frontier of Advice.
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CASHFLOW MODELLING
SOFTWARE
Cashflow modelling: Time to focus clients on long-term
holistic planning
Today clients are understandably concerned about their
financial well-being. How COVID-19 has impacted individuals
varies widely. Many have lost their income and businesses –
others are fortunate to be paid whilst working from home.
Many have seen the value of investments fall sharply.

As one of our users shared this with us:
“One client was incredibly nervous about recent market
volatility. We arranged a call, and ran through his long-term
plan, using i4C via screenshare. By the end of the meeting
he was reassured that his financial plan was unaffected.
Cashflow planning easily gave him clarity and confidence in
the long-term financial plan.”

The questions most clients ask are:

About i4C

“How is this going to impact my finances?”
“Can I still follow my previous life plans?”

i4C is a leading UK cashflow modelling application, designed by
financial planners. It enables the creation of simple or complex
personal cashflow plans.

Cashflow modelling is coming into its own in these extreme
times. Helping advisers give calm and assured advice is what
i4C’s built for.

It is built to handle all aspects of lifetime planning, including
tax- which is crucial given so often the value of the advice is in
pensions and wealth transfer.

To support this cashflow modelling must:
•
•
•

Model all scenarios quickly and easily.
Show clearly how these are built so clients assess “disaster
planning”.
Clearly and concisely show how COVID-19 has impacted
their position in short, medium and long terms.

For those using i4C live already, you know how easy it is to do
this and how clients love it.
Remote screenshare is the new norm. So the visuals are critical
to engage clients and help give clarity and assurance. Or enable
them to act now to mitigate their circumstances.

Try i4C for free
You can sign up for a free trial of i4C by clicking here https://
app.i4csoftware.co.uk/register

Integration with Intelligent Office

Volatile markets prove the importance of cashflow modelling.
It helps focus clients on long-term planning. And not just shortterm investment management. The best cashflow planners are
viewed as true ‘life coaches’.

If you are a user of Intelligent Office (iO) you can take advantage
of the two-way integration. This means you can enjoy the end
to end benefits of both systems, from the Gamified Fact Find
through to comprehensive cashflow analysis in i4C via a quick
and intuitive process.

Support at this critical time
We are helping and supporting our users through this unsettling
period. So, we have:
Interactive online community and resource platform for
sharing knowledge and learning.
Daily online surgery for all users to drop in and ask
questions and access live support.
Calls to all users to help them develop skills to present live
to clients using remote technology.
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Prestwood Truth® Cashflow Modelling Software
Prestwood Software provides Truth® - our marketleading, client-facing financial planning tool, and Truth®
Pro - all the functionality of Truth PLUS integrated back
office and portfolio management tools.
Truth® and Truth Pro® enable planners and advisers to
show clients a clear projection of their financial future,
helping them visualise, take stock, and act through the
insight of cashflow modelling.
We believe cashflow modelling is essential for protecting
consumers from mis-selling and giving clients clarity.
It’s simple to master and easy to use. Enter details of
income, outgoings, assets and liabilities to help clients
visualise their current financial situation then build up a
picture of the life they want to enjoy in years to come.
Truth® integrates with leading platforms, back office
systems and providers to enable planners to give a
seamless service to their clients, minimising duplication
of time and effort. Our recent two-way integration with
Intelligent Office gives planners complete confidence in
preparation for a planning meeting. No matter which
software they use, client information is accurate and
up to date. Synching details of pensions, investments,
protection plans, and more - integration removes
the need to painstakingly enter each contribution,
withdrawal and valuation. Prestwood is always
developing new tools and integrations to ensure we
continue to lead the field.

REMOTE WORKING AND FINTECH

Dealing with COVID19 has been challenging but oddly
rewarding. On the 18 March we emailed all our clients
reassuring them that business would continue as normal
during lockdown. We also sent out a press release so
that the wider community would be reassured.
At the same time, we invested in state-of-the-art
hardware, software, and systems so that all staff from
all departments can all work from home and remain
connected. If anything, we’ve become more efficient
and we’re proud to have not furloughed a single
member of the team!
We cancelled all face to face events including training
courses and User Groups which are run across the UK.
Instead, we’ve developed free webinars for training and
the feedback has been excellent. Many long-time users
are joining the training webinars to hone their Truth
skills.
We have increased the number of ‘How To’ videos on
our YouTube channel, covering a range of topics for
planners to look at their leisure and we’re working on
interactive webinars for our smaller user groups and will
be announcing the dates soon.
Blogs with guidance and information are emailed and
posted on our social media. These are designed to keep
our clients informed and engaged. If you need any help
or support or just fancy a chat call us on 01384 273 736
or by email
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CLIENT ENGAGEMENT /
ROBO-ADVICE

Digital advice for efficiency

Unique offering

Traditionally relying on face-to-face interactions, the
advice industry has lately had to accelerate to more
digital ways of working. Advisers are adopting new
methods of reaching out to their clients virtually, helping
them to drive efficiency and deliver quality advice and
reassurance at this tumultuous time.

Covid 19 digital chat – We have a ready, of the shelf
digital help and guidance module which can be fully
configured to any brand. This has been designed to help
customers through these challenging times and could
potentially relieve the strain some call centres are seeing
with requests such as: mortgage payment holiday,
encashment of investments, stopping regular premiums
and lowering one’s risk profile.

Turo, our automated advice engine has always been
at the forefront of making financial advice digital. We
provide online advice and guidance solutions to support
advisers as well as advise clients directly.

www.turoadviser.com
simon.binney@wealthwizards.com

Features and benefits
Digital advice and guidance including: holistic financial
planning, investments, pensions (including DB transfer)
and retirement.
With Turo you can:
• Create an inclusive, digital, financial wellbeing
service.
• Improve engagement in financial planning.
• Link to your existing technology and products.
• Make use of regtech montoring capability for DB and
complex advice cases.
• Configure the platform to your brand and advice
policy.

Practical planning points
•

•

•

Save time on your fact find: have the ability to send
a digital fact find straight to your client to complete
before the meeting. Using Turo, the information
auto-populates into the system saving time on
generating an automated advice report.
Deal with typical client questions automatically:
using a flexible, configurable digital chat function
covering certain topics. It also acts as an automated
triage for more complex cases which might require
the attention of an IFA.
Automate key parts of the advice process: go
through an adviser-led fact find when consulting
with a client then generate an automated advice
report at the click of a button.
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CLIENT, PRACTICE AND
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

FinTech can also ensure you balance client engagement
with business management. This has been called
the ‘middle office’; streamlining client and business
management needs in one place. Technology can enable
a joined up approach that can help save associated
client and business management time and costs.

Client onboarding and on-going service relationship
management

Details of these two adviser initiatives:

In response to the widespread necessity of homeworking
during the Coronavirus pandemic in the past two weeks,
Advicefront have decided to waive the cost of all paid
licences for the entire financial advice community,
whether they are existing users or are yet to try the
software.

Free software

Chief Technology Officer and co-founder
André Costa says:
“Something we love about this industry is how willing
people are to help each other out and collectively
move the industry forward. So, to make sure this isn’t
lost to isolation, we also decided to bring financial
advice professionals together in our new Slack group,
Advicecrowd. It’s a space to share knowledge, discuss
industry topics, and most importantly, to connect with
others and keep spirits high.”

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing Advicefront users will have the cost of their
paid licenses (usually £49 per user, per month)
automatically waived until 30 June, 2020.
Secure messaging and document-sharing with
clients
Fact-find (integrated with Voyant, CashCalc and
Intelliflo)
Risk profile (integrated with Oxford Risk or
FinaMetrica)
Agreements – in both HTML and in PDF formats
(currently in testing) which can be digitally signed
with our built-in system
Speedy collection of upfront fees via integration
with GoCardless.
Save massives amounts of time in Annual Review
process

Slack community
•

•

REMOTE WORKING AND FINTECH

There are themed areas within the Channel, from
#advicetech to #remote-working, where members
can discuss topics, share knowledge and have a bit
of fun.
Joining Advicecrowd is completely free and can be
accessed via Slack’s online browsers, or through
their desktop and mobile apps.
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Marketing material
for professional investors and advisers only

At Benchmark Capital, we believe the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts. Our technology is
the glue that holds the Benchmark bond together.
April 2020
Technology
Client
Engagement

Regulatory
Support

Business
Consultancy

Business
Management
& Support
Succession
Planning

Once considered a ‘nice-to-have’, integrated technology is now
critical to the success of your business. Our technology solutions
combine practice management, business management, client
management, consultancy and a range of other services into a
secure, intuitive web-based suite.
We have always prided ourselves on being progressive thinkers,
providing innovative technology long before the days a global
pandemic changed the way businesses work and think. That’s why
our integrated tools work seamlessly to provide a fully digital onboarding experience for you and your clients, as well as on-going
maintenance such as annual reviews.
Our mission is to deliver measurable value by combining the
technology elements normally spread across multiple providers
into one, simplifying your operations and freeing up time for your
advisers and support staff.

Enable

Fusion

Wealth
Platform

Enable
We pioneered the UK’s first fully integrated web-based
compliance and practice management system in the UK. This
core tool “Enable”, now provides full practice management, CRM,
consolidated valuations, client reviews and reporting. It offers
integrated fund data as well as adviser and client-facing tools
such as risk-profiling and integrated cash flow modelling with
an intelligent user interface designed for end-to-end wealth
management.

With links to over a hundred providers and platforms, and secure
communication between clients and advisers, Wealth Platform
brings the potential to service a greater range of clients than faceto-face advice alone. With clients demanding more online, Wealth
Platform allows them to access and manage their aggregated
wealth at any time, on any device.
Fusion Wealth
Providing access to a wide range of Discretionary Fund Managers
and investment instruments, the Fusion Wealth platform is a
technology-driven investment platform with it’s own discretionary
permissions, capable of delivering firms’ Centralised Investment
Propositions in one place.
With sophisticated business processing, trading and tax
management, Fusion provides a full-service platform environment
which forms a tightly integrated part of our wider solution set.

Business Continuity: Helping you before,
during and after COVID-19
We have always offered remote cloud-based, fully
integrated technology. We recognise the importance
of being able to support you remotely, so you can
focus on what you do best - servicing your clients in an
ever-changing world.
– Electronic signatures and money laundering
verification
– Full operational telephony support
– Fully integrated Fact Find
– In-built risk questionnaire within Enable and
Wealth Platform
– Integrations with many 3rd party providers including
CashCalc, Voyant, Financial Express, etc.
– Electronic file-checking facility
– In-built reconciliation functionality
– Daily valuations for Fusion Wealth policies
– Full transaction history for accurate money and timeweighted returns
– Full system audit trail
– Completely remote inductions for firms and advisers
joining Best Practice
– Paperless membership application process
For further information about our
multi-award-winning services please get in touch
enquiries@benchmarkcapital.co.uk or call us
on 01403 33 44 11.

Wealth Platform

429535

Fully optimised for mobile and tablet, “Wealth Platform” provides
a consolidated view of a clients’ wealth, irrespective of wrapper
type and provider – whether advised or self-managed. Clients can
manage their own data, securely, and in real time.
Benchmark Capital, Holmwood House, Broadlands Business Campus, Langhurst Wood Road,
Horsham, West Sussex, RH12 4QP
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Client Portal Software
Moneyinfo is a private fintech firm based in
Warwickshire specialising in fully branded client portals
and mobile apps for the wealth management industry.
We are proud to work with some of the UK’s most
exceptional advisory and investment management
businesses including Saunderson House, RC Brown,
Progeny Group, Whitechurch Securities, and many more.
Our technology enables you to communicate securely
and bring a client’s entire financial life including all 3rd
party pension, wealth management, stockbroking and
personal finance accounts as well as all of the associated
documentation together with a single login. We ensure
your brand is accessible on any device and we integrate
with the CRM systems, platforms and providers you are
likely to be using.

3 practical planning points:

5.

Advanced account aggregation allows your clients
to see a full helicopter view over their total wealth
and finances. Remove the need for multiple logins
when clients want to see their overall financial
picture.
6. Meet your GDPR obligations for safeguarding client
data and reduce your risk.
7. Represent your brand with a strong digital
experience to both win new business and
strengthen your existing client relationships.
8. Communicate with your clients individually, in
groups or in bulk for content like newsletters, blogs
and fund factsheets and provide re-assurance in
uncertain times.

Unique offering:
We can have you up and running with a client portal and
app within days with a priority implementation and a
£1000+vat discount (20% saving on standard fees).

1. Enable your clients to access their information on
smartphones and let them feel they can message
you securely with any of their concerns. Make
yourself more accessible.
2. Use electronic signatures to speed up transactions
and instructions.
3. Provide re-assuring educational content efficiently
and monitor who is engaged in order to follow up
with a personal Zoom call.

Key Enabler: moneyinfo saves you time, cost, risk
and makes you look good.
1. Valuations obtained automatically from your CRM or
directly from supported investment platforms. We
maintain your client data so you don’t have to.
2. Deliver documents and messages instantly and
securely to your clients removing reliance on both
email and post.
3. Use electronic signatures to speed up onboarding,
client reviews, rebalancing, fund switches and other
activities.
4. Bulk periodic and ad hoc reporting delivery saving
time, cost, paper, the burden of filing for clients and
reduce the environmental impact.
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Practice Management Technology
Discombobulated is one of those words that you look at,
smile and wonder when you would ever use it. I think
we all know now!
This is the most bizarre and distressing time in our
lifetime. A complete and fundamental shift in the way
we deal with family, friends, business colleagues and
clients.

The power of technology
What is clear is that without the right technology in
place, society would be facing even more fundamental
issues and the impact of this event could be even more
significant than now. The ability to communicate with
anyone in the World in real time has changed everything
and this is the big take away for our industry. Investing
in your business to ensure that you have the right
technology in place is an imperative if a business is to be
sustainable longer term.

Chuck out the chintz
For businesses to be sustainable, they need to
consolidate their client data into one single truth, rather
than accept it being spread like a rash across multiple
technologies, excel templates and virtual folders.
By aggregating data and documents into one place,
securing it in an enterprise Practice Management System
based on global and well-funded technology, a business
creates an opportunity to utterly transform itself,
especially if that technology is part of a fully integrated
technological ecosystem.

CURO Business Intelligence, built on the Microsoft
Power BI platform, is already changing the way
businesses can get essential information about their
businesses. Rather than wasting days of effort creating
MI reports from numerous connected spreadsheets,
each with multiple tabs and thousands of lines of
data, clients can get dynamic and engaging reports on
demand and from any device, liberating time of the
most senior staff to spend on high value activities that
add value to the business and its clients. AI and Machine
Learning is poised to deliver actionable insights that
currently remain hidden from view, allowing firms to
provide an even more concise and relevant service when
needed. Nudging will change the way we work forever.
Of course, as we are all now working remotely from
the office, it is essential that you can access your data,
securely and from anywhere in the World. The time of
being tied to an office is over. Yet many firms still on
legacy server-based systems cannot access essential
information easily from anywhere other than the office.
This oversight must have serious consequences for firms
dependent on these old back office systems.

We are here to help you transition from where you
are today to where you want to be tomorrow. We
are on your side. We want the same thing. We want
your business to be a great success and will bind
our success to yours as you transition from where
you are today to where you want to be tomorrow.
https://www.time4advice.co.uk

At Time4Advice, we have built CURO on the global
Microsoft Dynamics 365 CRM, which is part of the
overall Microsoft technology stack, including Office 365
and the new Power Platform.
In the very near future, firms will be able to work
collaboratively, sharing intelligence in a fully connected
and integrated way using Microsoft Teams, with client
records and data being available on demand through
this powerful platform.
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Advice software built for your best performance

Adapting now and thinking ahead

If there’s one thing that’s certain in a world of
uncertainty, it’s that not everyone responds well to
uncertainty. Right now, it’s never been more important
for financial advisers to stay close and connected to
your clients. We’re here to help you do that.

As the world absorbs and adapts to the impact of
COVID-19, it’s clear that some things - like our ability
and appetite to work remotely - will be permanently
changed. Many of our clients have been able to
seamlessly move to a home based, virtual workplace.
Thinking about how the technology you use can help
you adapt and scale to meet unexpected challenges has
become a far more important consideration. We can
help. Even if we don’t work with you today, our team is
available to support you and help you consider your best
options.

We understand that these are difficult times for
everyone. Good advice businesses put the customer at
their heart. Good software can help - here’s how:

Secure messaging, video conferencing and
document sharing
We’ve seen a huge spike in the number of advisers and
people across the financial services industry adapting
to meet the challenges of social distancing. If you’re
an Xplan user, you can get close to your clients - even if
you can’t physically meet - with a Client Portal, secure
messaging, video conferencing and document sharing.
It’s easy to set up and easy to get started.

Client portals and real-time reporting

For a conversation about your options, including a free
tech audit and how we can help, contact us via sales@
iress.com or visit www.iress.com/xplan
For free resources and support to help guide you
through the coronavirus crisis, including tips and advice
from our team on how to work effectively and securely
from home, visit our dedicated hub www.iress.com/
support/coronavirus-support/

Giving your clients a clear picture of the short and long
term economic impacts of any significant market event
is one way to demonstrate your value. Xplan’s integrated
planning tools, reporting and valuation functionality - all
connected to real-time automated data - can help you
and your clients quickly build a clear view and decide
what to do next.

Security and compliance
Our software and client tools are cloud based, helping
you build a secure, protected environment that can
flex for the needs of your remote business. And our
inbuilt compliance and audit functionality can help your
business work through the current crisis, keep track of
your activity and advice and stay on top of the needs of
regulation and SMCR.
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Top five tools to stay connected with your clients
As the financial advice community navigates its way
through the changes caused by the coronavirus, you
will no doubt have found the usual ways of interacting
with clients has changed. However, the need to support
and communicate with these clients is more important
than ever, so below we have rounded-up five tools and
services supported by Intelliflo, with our guidance on
how to use them to stay connected with your clients.
1.

The Personal Finance Portal – maximising client
engagement online

Working hand-in-hand with Intelligent Office, the Personal
Finance Portal gives you and your clients an invaluable
tool on which to view financial information and interact
via a secure, online ‘hub’. By merging core client data
from Intelligent Office, the Personal Finance Portal gives
you and your clients an efficient way to pre-populate
fact find data, get up-to-date portfolio valuations and
communicate urgent and important information securely
at the touch of a button.
2.

Glia – building relationships within a secure
environment

Meeting and interacting with clients should always be at
the heart of the financial advice industry, which is where
our co-browsing and video conferencing partner Glia
can help. Glia enables you to meet with your clients in
a virtual space via video, text chat and audio, as well as
discuss and share documents like portfolio valuations in
a secure environment. Glia technology records all of the
conversations, including files shared and discussed, then
saves them against the client’s record in Intelligent Office.
This offers you a full and easily accessible audit trail of all
client conversations and meetings.
3.

Document Designer – maintaining your presence

Your ability to travel may be currently restricted, but your
brand can continue to be far reaching. With Document
Designer you can remove the time and costs associated
with creating branded client documentation. Document
Designer makes producing high quality, branded
documents, such as client letters and suitability letters,
simple and straight forward. From the comfort of your
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‘home office’ you can create branded templates with reuseable custom paragraphs in Microsoft Word, which can
be exported into a PDF.
4.

iO StoreTM - get apps and get more done

The iO StoreTM is quite simply a marketplace where
partners can publish and showcase integrated apps to
Intelligent Office users. This means you can discover,
purchase, install and share apps to customise your
Intelligent Office experience and extend its capabilities
with third party tools you’re already familiar with, all
online. These apps can be used to fill process gaps in your
business or provide your clients with an enhanced digital
experience. By offering an easily accessible universe of
new apps and tools, you can easily tailor your business
management system to fit what you need, not just what
you are given.
5.

DocuSign electronic signature - paperless, fast and
compliant

We know how laborious the proceed of getting
documents signed can be, and submitting paper
documents to be signed by clients, above all else, is time
consuming and expensive when sending confidential
documents via recorded post. That’s why we’ve integrated
DocuSign into Intelligent Office and the Personal Finance
Portal. DocuSign is paperless, fast and compliant with
regulations. You simply submit any documents that
require a client’s signature within Intelligent Office to
them electronically, they provide an electronic signature
online and send it straight back. The document is then
stored against their record in Intelligent Office. DocuSign
reduces transitional risk, missing data and documents,
breaks to your processes and increases the transparency
of your workflow, all online. A digital audit trail also makes
regulatory processes much easier and further introduces
paperless working.
As you can see, there are multiple technology solutions
available to you, which have been designed to help
support you and your clients. If you would like more
information on any of our services or need some help on
how to get the most out of your technology, please feel
free to call us on 0330 102 8402 or email info@intelliflo.
com.
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BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

The FCA buzzword seems to be operational resilience
and firms really need to ensure they have a firm grip on
their governance, risk and compliance management.
This also includes assessing their financial and cashflow
positions, client service and investment propositions and
their administration and task management.

The lang cat head of proposition Terry Huddart
(pictured) said: “Covid-19 is impacting how we all do
business. Platforms are no exception. It’s encouraging
to see how willing platforms are to share their current
operational details and their approaches to MiFID 10%
drop reporting.”

FinTech now offers firms the opportunity to digitally
assess the robustness of their business operations,
systems and controls and strategies and we structure
this section across RegTech and Practice management
tech:

Reg tech
The Lang Cat
A new regulation technology due diligence tool built
with PROD in mind
Platform Analyser from the lang cat is a new regulation
technology tool built for advice professionals, with the
FCAs Product Governance (PROD) rulebook at its core.
It is driven by one of the most comprehensive databases
on advised platforms in the industry.
It helps advice professionals do three things: compare
product and service features, keep up to date with
market changes through regular insight, and helps you
perform robust platform due diligence exercises with
supporting evidence you’ll need to satisfy the regulator.

The premium version of Platform Analyser is only £25
plus VAT per month or £300 plus VAT per year. If you
choose the annual option you also get the lang cat
Advised Platform Guide (worth £200 plus VAT) thrown
in. You can register for a free 7 day trial here https://
www.langcatfinancial.co.uk/platformanalyser/

There are two parts to Platform Analyser – a free
directory available to everyone and a premium service
that allows you to compare and contrast platforms in
line with client propositions, and run due diligence
reports.
Within the free directory the lang cat is gathering
information from platform providers on their approach
to MiFIDII 10% drop, and their operational updates on
COVID-19.
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Compliance at your fingertips
Apricity is future proofing the way you manage your
compliance, moving away from the days of having to
wait for an annual or bi-annual face to face visit to get
an audit done, or some files checked. It’s time to step
into the future, managing your compliance online in a
simple and streamlined way, that allows you to focus on
the parts of your job that you love.
We’ve built a bespoke system that allows you to manage
all of your compliance needs online. There are two
levels of service to choose from - The Lite Service (from
£100 + VAT a month), is the perfect low-cost solution
to provide you with all the tools to keep your business
compliant – great when you can’t leave the house! For
those who prefer a hands-on approach and a little more
support we also have our Managed Service (from £295
+ VAT per month). You will also benefit from a dedicated
Compliance Consultant, personalised quarterly reviews
and support with GABRIEL returns, and a full initial and
annual audit.
Managing your advisers’ CPD from your home office
couldn’t be simpler with the ability to have complete
oversight of their annual testing scores, progress of
their training and results of their file checks all at your
fingertips.

File checks can easily be uploaded online and returned
within a speedy three working day time frame and
technical support is available at the touch of a button.
Managed users also have the benefit of the Apricity
team at your side. They’ll also help break down the
mountain of information that is coming through to you,
ensuring that you know how regulatory updates affect
you and your firm.

We’ll be honest, talking doesn’t do it justice. So, how
about we show you instead? You can book a system
demo with us where we’ll show how simpler your
compliance journey can be, just think of what else you
could be doing with all that time you’ll save.
Our free trial has been extended from 30 days, to 90!
Allowing you to get to grips with the system at your
convenience and giving you an extra bit of room for
decision making. Sign up for a trial here.

The extensive Knowledge Base is an enterprise of
useful guides, templates and CPD videos; as well as all
the latest FCA news and updates. We’ve also recently
updated the knowledge base with dedicated COVID-19
and Future Focus resources, including a handy business
owners pack.

We’re waiting for you, hello@apricitycompliance.co.uk
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Model Office-MO® is a first of its kind RegTech platform
that allows firms to self-audit and benchmark their firm
against all regulations, market risk, business and people
development strategy.
MO® offers a holistic dashboard technology to move
firm’s away from checklist and tick-box compliance
activity to offer heat mapped dashboards and integrated
system to manage all compliance and business
development related activity and tasks in one place.
At this time of great uncertainty MO® will provide
governance, risk and compliance management to
showcase how business resilience can be attained and
sustained.
The MO® algorithm maps the firms answers to all key
compliance and professional development requirements
and provides:
• 6 heat mapped dashboards showcasing strengths,
blind spots and weaknesses and most importantly
provides scores and resources, tasks to improve
those scores
• RAG rated question sets to assess regulatory risks
and understanding of those risks

•

•
•
•

•
•

Action tracker complete with automated action plan
based on heat mapped scores so firms can track
risks, allocated accountability and ensure action is
taken to improve scores and professional status
Compliance diary builder to automatically add
mandatory compliance requirements into their
yearly calendar
Automated CPD certificate based on progress and
evidenced e-learning
Financial stress test providing heat mapped results
against firm financial performance indicators and
accounts to showcase cashflow strengths and
weaknesses and provide guidance on improvements
Integration with practice management platforms
(currently Intelliflo) to streamline regulatory reports
offering Data Quality Health checks and more
Chatbot to offer audit score and system guidance

MO® pricing is bespoke to individual firm needs with
Lite, standard, enterprise and institutional licensed
platforms available. For more information please visit
www.model-office.co.uk
MO® has made its Financial Stress Test diagnostic
completely free for adviser firms during this pandemic
outbreak. You can access this here.

First Line of Defense
Accountability

Second Line of Defense
Four eyes sense check

Third Line of Defense
Independent assurance

·
·
·
·

·

·

·
·
·

Firm management controls.
Firm MI & Data quality.
Accountability
Adherence to operation
manuals
Policies and procedures
Systems and controls
Training and competence

·

·
·

Financial control, validation
against firm data.
Case checking of high-risk
product recommendations and
advisers and risk based postsale sample checking.
Desk based monitoring using
Management information from
back office.
Training and competence via
supervision team.

·
·
·
·
·
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Use of MO® to enhance firm
audit.
MO® Heat mapped dashboard
for firm compliance scores
against industry standards.
Audit of firm back office
data via MO® if API upgrade
selected.
Auto action plan for firms to
take action, manage risks and
comply and compete
Auto-compliance diary with
annual tasks
CPD based on e-learning
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FINANCIAL SERVICES
NETWORKING
TECHNOLOGY
Octo Members Group

Our topics include;

A financial services community for and by its members.
Community was never more important as the current
situation is demonstrating. The ability to continue to learn, to
engage with clients and each other is crucial.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Octo Members Group Enables financial services professionals
to connect, share and engage.
Save time searching websites and hunting for ideas and
information during your working week.
It is the very first app-based private cross sector community
for UK financial services professionals, where advisers, fund
managers, wealth managers and professional consultants can
come together to share knowledge and best practices.
In short, it was founded by practitioners for practitioners and
upon launch won the City of London Perishing’s Award for
Wealth Management Innovation.
Whilst Octo shares some of the characteristics of social media
it is a private social network and privacy is at the heart of
everything we do. We have no advertisements, pop-ups or
content that is not aimed entirely at informing and sharing
best practices and developing a greater knowledge of the
topics we cover.
We have a deliberate policy of not having the public,
journalists* and regulators as members as we wish Octo to
be a safe space for open and honest debate amongst the
members. We have a code of conduct to actively discourage
some of the behaviours that are all too prevalent on some
social media and financial publisher websites. We welcome
robust debate but not unprofessional behaviours.
We curate, aggregate and create articles, videos, podcasts and
showcase leaders and innovators across financial planning,
fund management, marketing, compliance and fintech all with
a singular aim which is to crowdsource and showcase the very
best people and their thinking that we can.
In less than a year we have sourced many thousands of
articles, produced many hundreds of videos and podcasts
featuring leading members and contributors from within
financial services and beyond.

Financial Planning
Retirement
Trusts and Tax
Practice Development
Personal Development
Behavioural Insight
Marketing
Regulation and Compliance
Portfolio Management
Investment Management
Economics
Exams and Qualifications
Virtual Events
Financial Technology
Current Crisis Hub

All these topics are populated with high quality articles,
podcasts and videos, documents and external links and are
mostly sourced from leaders in their fields and from working
practitioners who are willing to share their insights and
knowledge with the community.
In effect, Octo crowdsources views, opinions and thought
leadership to facilitate better understanding and outcomes for
us all.
Membership and all the actionable, content is entirely
free to financial planners, paraplanners and other sector
practitioners.
We offer a desktop version which is easy to join and can be
found at www.app.octomembers.com or if you prefer you can
download the Octo Members app from the App Store or Play
Store.
We hope you will feel almost two thousand of your peers and
to welcoming you as member.
To find out more visit www.octomembers.com
*We do have a small number of contributing free-lance
journalists, but they have entered into privacy agreements
with Octo and will never report discussions inside the
community.

We encourage debate and discussion around the topics
that matter to us all and regularly host facilitated debates,
both formal and informal. We also encourage members to
contribute their thought leadership and we are continually
updating with new articles, essays and contributions from our
financial planning and paraplanning members.
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SPECIFIC TOOLS AND
RESOURCES FOR CLIENT,
BUSINESS AND PEOPLE
MANAGEMENT
Here we list some useful technology and tools
for support specific client, business, people and
administration activities:

Project Management Software

Client Management

E-signature

Anti-Money Laundering (AML)

Data Management

People Development
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SUMMARY
We hope this guide is of use in assessing the right
technologies and tools that you can apply to your
business and support your on-going client, compliance
and professional practice.
We live in unprecedented times and this will pass but
whilst we’re self-isolating and distancing and being asked

to work remotely, this does provide an opportunity to
ensure our businesses are as streamlined and resilient
as possible and as this document shows, technology and
associated tools can act as an enabler platform to keep
business ticking over and build sustainable practice as
we meet the daily challenges we face.

Ask the right questions
If new technology and tools are required, then it is
essential that firm’s conduct research and due diligence
to ensure the right fit. The below diagram provides an
example for the questions you may wish to consider
asking when reviewing which technology can best
support your business both now and in the future.

Regulation

Risk

What if we stay
as we are?

Will it effect
advice suitability &
appropriateness tests?

How will compliance
requirements
play out?

Will it give us the
right MI?

Revenue

Is it worth the
investment?

Will we use a diffeerent
brand for the
technology?

Will it help ensure
operational
resilience?

Reputation

Retention

How does it affect client
relationships?

Which clients
want and need the
technology?

Will we alienate
clients if we don't
employ it?

Have we got existing
resource to call upon?

Why?

COVID19/BREXIT
Disclaimer
This paper is designed as a guidance document and does not constitute advice in any kind. Firms should complete their own
research and due diligence process when assessing the right technologies and tools to fit
their business requirements.
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